
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Technology Center  
 
Category Description:  The goal of the Technology Center category is to promote 
development of a knowledge-based economic cluster built on assets of the University of 
Iowa and Iowa City area. 
 
The Technology Center environment will support incubation, acceleration and 
commercialization around research strengths, and encourage business attraction in 
support of these activities.  Successful Technology Centers are able to offer a “work-life” 
balance that includes good quality-of-life and a work environment consistent with the 
desires of scientific and technical professionals. 
 
Technology Center facilities typically include office and laboratory space that supports 
research and development activities.  Activities in these facilities are conducted by 
scientists, researchers, and technicians working to discover information that is 
technological in nature, and which will be useful in developing new or improved 
products, processes, techniques, or formulas. 
 
Design Considerations: Success requires careful control of the work environment, 
both in support of technical activities and the work experience. These can include:  

 Attractive, master planned development with deed restrictions that control 
architectural style, landscaping and land use.  

 Access to worker amenities including recreational features such as hike/bike 
paths and open-space parkland, restaurants and retails activities.  

 Service by public transportation.  

 Robust utility services consistent with the needs of delicate and technologically 
complex research activities (e.g. electric service from two separate circuits to 
ensure service reliability and quality, redundant high-speed telecommunication 
service).  
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Property Classes:  Properties in the Technology Center category fall in one of two sub-
categories: Technology Center - Building or Technology Center - Campus.  

 Technology Center - Building sub-category is for those planning the new 
construction or renovation of a building.  The type of space can vary from single-
story flex space (office space in front and shop space in the back with dock 
doors) to multi-story office/laboratory space.  A minimum of 40,000 square feet of 
space is desired.  

 Technology Center - Campus sub-category exhibits an environment which 
appeals to a highly educated workforce. This is supported through a master 
planned campus (a LEED-accredited professional is required as part of the 
master planning effort).  Technology Center - Campus properties must show 
long-term growth plans to accommodate a minimum of 150,000 square feet of 
Technology Center space.  More importantly, it must engage the surrounding 
communities in its plans to provide roads, housing, public transportation, and 
retail services.  In addition, the master plan must incorporate “green” and 
sustainable attributes.  

 
Attraction Targets: The Technology Center category offers the possibility of attracting 
industries from all five of Iowa City’s targeted industries, and beyond. A Technology 
Center project need not be limited to ICAD Group investment targets.  For example, 
food processing is not a target for the Iowa City area but R&D opportunities may align 
nicely with the region’s technical and knowledge resources.  
 
Workforce Considerations: Typical Technology Center operations thrive from 
relationships with higher education institutions. University and colleges provide a farm 
system of potential employees.  With the rapid increase in the cost of higher education 
relative to inflation, many students are seeking co-ops and part-time positions in their 
field of study.  For company principals, off-campus facilities provide the familiarity of the 
greater college or university community but at an arms-length from the institution, which 
is often required for most technology transfer ventures. 
  
The long-term sustained profitability of Technology Center operations depend on 
maintaining a high quality of life for their employees. The Technology Center category 
dictates that those “live-work” amenities are addressed during work hours, but the 
greater metropolitan region must be a desirable place to live, relative to other major 
metropolitan areas.  
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Category:  Technology Center  
 
Sub-category:  Technology Center - Campus or Technology Center - Building  
 
Iowa City Industry Targets:  

 Biotechnology  
 Education Services  
 Information Technology  
 Renewable Energy  
 Advanced Manufacturing  
 

Other Possible End-users:  

 Data Center  
 Research Development Laboratory  
 Pharmaceutical Manufacturing  
 Business Incubator  
 Corporate Headquarters  
 Proto-typing Center 

Minimum Acreage / Square Footage:  

 Technology Center Campus: Must accommodate at least 150,000 square 
feet of building space  

 Technology Center Building:  40,000 square feet  

 
Pilot Site:   The University of Iowa Research Park (Coralville)  
 
Primary Distinctions: 

 Access to public transportation  

 Enhanced telecommunication capacity and availability  

 Utility service adjacent to the site 

 Electricity capacity and reliability:  

o Enhanced service capacity (see specifications)  

o Dual electric feeds (circuits) serving the property, preferably from 
separate substations  

 Official relationship between the property and a university or post-secondary 
institution 

 “Green” characteristics:  

o Primary campus/building design professional to be LEED-accredited; a 
detailed explanation of the sustainable characteristics of the property 
(building, site, or campus), including a review of how the restrictive 
deeds and covenants of the property would allow future buildings to be 
built to earn “points” toward the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED-
NC or LEED Core & Shell Certification; estimate of the points likely to 
be received under the "Sustainable Sites" section of the LEED 
checklist.  


